
To empower consumers to gain 
seamless access to financial services, 
Digital Assist, an Experian X Labs innovation, 
replaces the hard-to-complete legacy application 
process with a more intuitive and consumer-friendly digital 
workflow, saving time & money.

As more and more consumers go online, a seamless experience 
is incredibly important to increase reach through self-service 
channels. Our goal is to create a digital experience that is simple, 
easy and secure, but also removes the dependency on long 
forms and outdated application processes.

Our end-to-end solution helps prioritise customer experience 
while giving equal importance to decisioning and risk. With the 
automation of customer onboarding, we can reduce turnaround 
time for approvals from three to five days to a few minutes.

Not only does the solution improves approval speeds and 
reduces the costs associated with manual application review, 
our robust analytical and decisioning expertise further 
streamlines decisions and mitigates risks.

Our solution offers 
consumer-friendly 
applications for:

Unsecured Lending

Secured Lending

Credit Decisioning

Retail 
Digital 
Onboarding



The end-to-end digital onboarding solution provides:

We offer an effective approach to managing customers facilitated 
by the right data, analytics, and decisions

Automates application evaluation 
cutting decision time from days 
to minutes, helping keep 
customers happy and reducing 
costs.

Faster application process 
facilitates business growth 
through increased revenue.

Decisioning tools allow 
quick adaption to market 
and regulatory changes.

Efficient integration.

A frictionless consumer 
experience.

Opens new markets.

Processes applications 
faster with less manual 

intervention.

Expands digital presence 
quickly with minimal 

effort from IT resources.

Bring in customer and 
account data from 

operational systems.

Combine and enrich data 
to gain a holistic view of 

the customer.

Analyse data using scores 
and models. Create 

sophisticated segments. 

Monitor and evaluate 
effectiveness of decisions 
to improve ongoing results.

Pass decisions to execution 
systems that apply actions 

to each customer.

Assign customer treatment 
actions based on analytics 

and segmentation.



Decisioning

Decision Agent

Why work with Experian?

Connect the front end user experience seamlessly with data, decisions, 
and business intelligence

We protect your sensitive data.

Self-service Portal

User management

Configuration (parameters)

Business intelligence

End Users (Front Office 
Staff & Consumers) - 
Digital Assist

Data capture screens

API

Underwriter

Underwriter screens

Data viewer

Business Intelligence 
Environment

Experian
MicroStrategy

Monitoring database Credit bureau

Identity and fraud

EKYC & ID Verification

Black List Data

Third-party Data

Credit bureau(s)

Other data sources

Client Data

Access to our best practice templated 
approach and our solutions allow 
close monitoring and continuous 
improvement across your business

Experian 
X Labs

An innovation ecosystem of passionate individuals using cutting edge technology 
and data science to solve challenges of the present and the future, and power 
financial progress in Asia Pacific.

Contact your Experian representative to learn how digital onboarding solutions can help you deliver 
an exceptional consumer experience, realise revenue faster and reduce onboarding/origination costs.

www.experian.com/da

Agile and swift methodology to create 
customer engagement screens. 
(web browser, smartphone, or integrated into 

an existing online banking application)

Benefit from our extensive partnerships 
to automate your customer journey like 
KYC, facial verification, etc.
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Learn more:

Front End UX Data Sources
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